STRONG INTEREST INVENTORY®
What is the Strong Interest Inventory®?
The Strong Interest Inventory® assessment provides robust insight into a person’s interests, to help
you individuals understand and consider potential careers, their educational path and the world
of work.
This assessment is backed by more than 80 years of research into how people of similar interests are employed,
and what motivates individuals in the workplace. Idelivers effective and powerful results that contribute to an
individuals success.
The Strong Interest Inventory ® assessment helps individuals identify their work personality by exploring their
interests in six broad areas: realistic, artistic, investigative, social, enterprising, and conventional (often
referred to using the acronym RIASEC).

Turns Interests
into
Career
development

It then breaks the RIASEC areas into 30 specific areas of interest that can be directly
related to fields of study, careers, and leisure activities. In addition, it describes an
individual’s personal style preferences in five areas: work style, learning
environment, team orientation, leadership style, and risk taking.

Why we recommend the Strong® as the preferred career assessment tool
CHOOSING A COLLEGE MAJOR SELECTION

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

The Strong® assessment helps students uncover their career

The Strong® assessment elevates people's self-awareness and

interests and identify which areas of study are appropriate or

provides deeper understanding of individual strengths and

required for a particular field. Students become more engaged

blind spots, including work style and orientation to risk taking.

because they are focused on classes relevant to their goals.
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
CAREER EXPLORATION

The Strong® assessment helps employees align their interests

By identifying personal interests and how these relate to

with areas of responsibility in their job, or in other jobs within

different occupations, the Strong® assessment opens up the

your organization where those interests can be applied.

world of work to first-time career seekers and people

RE - ENTRY

considering a career transition.

The Strong® assessment helps individuals re-enter or return to
the workplace after a long period of unemployment.
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STRONG® PRODUCTS
STUDENTS: HIGHSCHOOL & COLLEGE

iStart Strong® Report
The iStartStrong® Report is based on results from the Strong Interest Inventory® assessment. It presents results
as General Themes (based on GOTs) and Specific Interests (based on BISs) using engaging four-color graphics and
provides hyperlinks to related O*NET occupations.
Designed to be used by individuals, the iStartStrong® report puts self-discovery into the hands of anyone seeking
career direction. This personalized report paints a clear picture of how one’s interests and themes link to various
jobs, work settings, and career fields. Use it to help your clients or students expand their career options and chart a
plan of action toward finding a fulfilling career.
Strong® Profile, High School Edition (R)
This edition adds extra value to your work with high school students who are faced with making some of the most
important decisions of their young lives. An additional personalized report helps them to explore various fields
of study; discover satisfying work-study, volunteer, or summer job opportunities; and examine a wide range of
work environments.
An overview summarizes occupations and educational programs linked to your student's interests, and
incorporates his or her personal work, learning, leadership, and risk-taking style preferences. Complete with an
action plan, this profile offers your students a tool kit for exploring choices and planning for the future
Benefits
• 6 General Occupational Themes map out broad interest patterns to describe personalities and preferred
work environments
• 30 Basic Interest Scales provide more specific information about your students' areas of interest
• 244 Occupational Scales relate your students' interest patterns to those of satisfied workers
Strong® Interest Inventory Profile with, College Edition & Interpretive Report (R)
The Strong® Profile, College Edition, takes the wealth of career interest data provided in the Strong® Profile one
step further. An additional personalized report helps students explore the path that is right for them by identifying
specific college courses, jobs or internships, and extracurricular activities that will allow them to express their
unique interests and personal style.
Step-by-step advice on how to evaluate academic majors that fit their interests and preferences provides extra help
for college students beginning to prepare themselves for success in the world of work.
Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

6 General Occupational Themes map out broad interest patterns to describe personalities and
preferred work environments
30 Basic Interest Scales provide more specific information about your students' areas of interest
5 Personal Style Scales describe your students' preferred style of working, learning, leading, risk
taking, and team participation
260 Occupational Scales relate your students' interest patterns to those of satisfied workers
Plus four pages of highly personalized information to help your student identify college courses,
jobs or internships, and extracurricular activities
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INDIVIDUAL CAREER EXPLORATION, DEVELOPMENT & RE ENTRY

Strong® Profile & Interpretive Report
The Strong® Interpretive Report builds on the Strong® Profile by applying key learnings to create a richly textured
road map for exploring and pursuing a rewarding life of work and leisure this comprehensive career development
tool adds powerful detail to your client's Strong®nProfile, including expanded definitions of the six General
Occupational Themes and additional career fields and leisure activities, as well as personal descriptors that
characterize satisfied workers in various jobs.
Benefits

•
•
•
•
•

6 General Occupational Themes map out broad interest patterns to describe personalities and
preferred work environments
30 Basic Interest Scales provide more specific information about your clients' areas of interest
260 Occupational Scales relate your clients' interest patterns to those of satisfied workers
5 Personal Style Scales describe your clients' preferred style of working, learning, leading, risk
taking, and team participation
Plus nine pages of highly personalized information offering an in-depth interpretation of your
clients' Strong® results—including details on their top 10 occupations

Requirements for all Assessments
•
•
•

The Client should be Age 14 and above
Reading Level 9th grade
The time required to take the assessment is 30 – 40 minutes

Interpretation of Results
•

Your Career Coach will schedule an hour for report interpretation.

Contact us for more details and cost.
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